The barn owl uses interaural time differences (ITDs) to localize the azimuthal position of sound. ITDs are processed by an anatomically distinct pathway in the brainstem. Neuronal selectivity for ITD is generated in the nucleus laminaris (NL) and conveyed to both the anterior portion of the ventral nucleus of the lateral lemniscus (VLVa) and the central (ICc) and external (ICx) nuclei of the inferior colliculus. With tonal stimuli, neurons in all regions are found to respond maximally not only to the real ITD, but also to ITDs that differ by integer multiples of the tonal period. This phenomenon, phase ambiguity, does not occur when ICx neurons are stimulated with noise.
The barn owl uses interaural differences in time (ITOs) and intensity (IIDs) to locate the horizontal and vertical positions of sound, respectively Konishi, 1981, 1989a,b) .
The owl's auditory system processes ITO and 110 in anatomically and physiologically separate pathways (Konishi, 1986; Konishi et al., 1988) . Neuronal selectivity for ITO emerges in the nucleus laminaris (NL) and is carried to higher nuclei, the anterior portion of the ventral nucleus of the lateral lemniscus (VLVa) and a subdivision ("core") of the central nucleus of the inferior colliculus (I Cc; Fig. I ). The I Cc core projects ipsilaterally to the external nucleus of the inferior colliculus (ICx; Knudsen, 1984; Wagner et al., 1987) and to the contralateral !Cc "lateral shell," which, in turn, projects to the ICx on the same side ( Fig.  1 ; Takahashi et al., 1989) . ICc neurons are more selective for ITO than NL and VLVa neurons, and ICx neurons are more sharply tuned to ITO than !Cc neurons (present results: see Figs. 2, 3) . Neurons in the NL, VLVa, and ICc respond maximally to I ITO and its phase equivalents, whether the stimulus is a tone or noise. This phenomenon is termed "phase ambiguity." ICx neurons, however, do not show phase ambiguity to noise stimuli (Takahashi and Konishi, 1986) .
Evidence suggests that the elimination of phase ambiguity in the ICx involves inhibition (Takahashi and Konishi, 1986) . Inhibition is also implicated in generating the center-surround receptive fields of ICx neurons (Knudsen and Konishi, l 978b ). An immunocytochemical study has shown that all nuclei in the barn owl's auditory brainstem and inferior colliculus contain GABAergic cell bodies, terminals, or both (Carr et al., 1989) . Because neuronal selectivity for ITO can be traced from the first site of its emergence (NL) to the highest station (ICx) where the neuronal map of auditory space is formed, the "ITD pathway" of the barn owl auditory system provides unique opportunities to study the contributions of inhibition to a stimulus selectivity at successive stages of its synthesis. In the present study, we applied bicuculline methiodide (BMI; a selective antagonist of GABA) or GABA by microiontophoresis into 1 of the 4 sites, the immediate vicinity of neurons in the VLVa, the 2 subdivisions of ICc (core and lateral shell), or ICx, while examining ITO selectivity of these neurons. We present evidence for the contribution of GABA-mediated inhibition to the improvement of ITD selectivity, the elimination of phase ambiguity, and other response properties.
Part of this study has been reported in abstract form Konishi, 1988, 1989a) .
Materials and Methods
We will briefly describe those procedures that have already been published (Takahashi and Konishi, 1986; Wagner et al., 1987) and will describe those new to this paper in detail.
Surgery and animal care. Barn owls (Tyto alba) of either sex (n 10), weighing 403-542 gm, were anesthetized with intramuscular injections of ketamine hydrochloride (9.8-15.4 mg/kg/hr). Each bird's head was fixed in a custom-made stereotaxic device with ear bars and a beak bar, as described previously (Takahashi and Konishi, 1986) . After topical application of local anesthetics (lidocaine), the scalp was cut, and a stainless-steel headplate was cemented to the skull. Recording experiments started 1-4 dafter this surgery. Each bird was anesthetized as before, and the head was held by bolting the headplate to the stereotaxic apparatus. A small hole was then made in the skull, the dura mater was incised and reflected, and electrodes (see below) were inserted into the brain. The owl was anesthetized with ketamine hydrochloride (dose as given above), and its body temperature was maintained at 40"C by a heating pad. When a bird was allowed to survive after an experiment, the opening in the skull was sealed with dental cement. An antibiotic ointment and a local anesthetic were applied topically to the skin incision, which was then sutured. Each bird was kept in a separate cage and inspected daily. Birds that did not resume feeding within 48 hr after surgery received injections of 5% glucose in saline (S-10 ml/d) until they began to eat normally.
Recording and drug application. Extracellular recordings and drug ejections were made with triple-barreled glass micropipettes. The combined tip of the electrode assemblies was broken to an outer diameter of6-12 µm. The recording electrode barrel was filled with Wood's metal alloy or indium and plated with gold and platinum (1-9 M!.l at 1 kHz AC; Frank and Becker, 1964) . The second barrel contained BMI (Sigma; 5 mM in 0.9% NaCl; pH, 3.2-3.5). The third barrel contained either GABA (Sigma; 0.5 Min 0.9% NaCl; pH, 3.5) or vehicle (0.9% NaCl; pH, 3.2-3.5). The pH of solutions was adjusted with HCI. The concentration of GABA and BMI is standard in previous iontophoretic studies (e.g., Sillito, 1975; Dykes et al., 1984; Caspary et al., 1985; Millier and Scheich, 1988) . The reason that GABA has been used at a higher concentration is probably related to the presence of high-affinity uptake mechanisms for GABA, but not for BMI, in the brain (Iversen and Bloom, 1972) . Solutions were freshly made before each experiment, and pipettes were filled immediately before use. The electrode resistance of these drug barrels was 10-40 M!.l. This method allowed us to obtain single units with high signal-to-noise ratio and often hold the units more than 1 hr(see Figs. 4B. 17 B)while ejecting drugs effectively from another barrel. Retaining currents of -10 to -15 nA were employed between drug applications to minimize spontaneous leakage of drugs from micropipettes. Current balancing was used to decrease possible current effects; while ejection current was applied to one barrel, current of equal amount and opposite polarity was passed through the other pipette. This procedure, however, turned out to be unnecessary for the lowintensity current we used.
Stimulation. All experiments were conducted in a sound-attenuated room. Auditory stimuli of 100-msec bursts (5-msec rise/fall time) of either noise or tone were delivered at a rate of 1.0-1.2/sec through earphones inserted to the owl's external ear canal. The sound level was adjusted to 10-30 dB (usually 20 dB) above the neuron's threshold. A digital delay circuit (Moiseff and Konishi, 1981) and digital attenuators controlled ITD and IID independently. When a noise burst was used for the measurement of neuronal selectivity for ITD, the same noise was delivered to the 2 ears, with the exception that the noise waveform was time shifted in one ear with respect to the other ear. A Fourier analysis of the original noise and its time-shifted version showed the same power and phase spectra, but the phase of all frequency components in the time-shifted version was shifted by an angle equivalent to the ITD. Sampling range was ±300 µsec for ITD and ±50 dB for IID. Sampling interval was 30 µsec for ITD and 5 dB for IID. In our convention, positive ITDs indicate that the stimulus in the right ear led, and negative ITDs indicate that the stimulus in the left ear led. Positive and negative IIDs indicate that the stimulus was louder in the right and left ear, respectively. Calibration and performance of the sound delivery system have been described previously (Takahashi and Konishi, 1986) .
Data acquisition. The number of spikes was counted during the 120 msec after the stimulus onset and was averaged over 5 stimulus repetitions. Data were collected and analyzed on line with a computer (PDP-11140) and stored on disks for subsequent analyses. Responses to each ITD were plotted as either the actual number of spikes (non-normalized plots) or the relative level (%) of the maximal response (normalized plots). The resulting curve is referred to as an "ITD curve." An ITD curve shows cyclic changes in spike rate as a function of ITD. The segments of the curve where maximal and minimal discharges occur are termed "peak" and "trough." As a measure of ITD selectivity, we used the width of the peak at the midpoint between the maximum and the minimum of the curve ("half-peak width"; cf. Yin and Chan, 1988) . For the measurement of half-peak widths, we chose the peak at that
The Journal of Neuroscience, March 1991. 11(3) 723 m1d!1ne 8N 8N Figure 1 . Nuclei and connections for processing ITD in the barn owl ("ITD pathway"; modified from Takahashi and Konishi. l 988b). For simplicity, projections beyond NL are shown only on 1 side. NL is the first site of binaural convergence of temporal information, where neuronal selectivity for ITD is generated. NL projects to VLVa and ICc core. The core projects ipsilaterally to ICx (Knudesen, 1984; Wagner et al., 1987) and contralaterally to the lateral part of the ICc shell (Takahashi et al., 1989) . The ICc lateral shell, in turn, projects to ICx on the same side. 8N, auditory nerve; SO. superior olivary nucleus.
ITD where the primary peak occurred with noise stimuli in the ICx, at the "array-specific" ITD in the ICc (Wagner et al., 1987; see below) , or at the ITD nearest to 0 µsec in the NL and VLVa. Half-peak widths were measured on tonal ITD curves obtained from single units. We also measured the difference in the spike number per stimulus between peak and trough (trough-peak difference) and the ratio of trough to peak (trough: peak ratio) for these peaks. For the measurement of half-peak width, trough-peak difference, and trough : peak ratio, we averaged 2 troughs beside the chosen peak. Experimental protocols. Electrodes were stereotaxically placed in the brain. When extracellular actior, potentials were isolated from an ITDselective neuron, the ITD that yielded the maximal response to noise was qualitatively determined by changing ITDs manually. At this lTD, we determined the frequency that evoked the maximal response (best frequency; BF) by monitoring an oscilloscope and listening to an audiomonitor (Takahashi and Konishi, 1986) . Neuronal selectivity for ITDs was then quantitatively examined under computer control with both tone stimuli at BF and noise stimuli.
The ICc is tonotopically organized; lower-frequency neurons are located dorsally, and higher-frequency neurons, ventrally (Knudsen and Konishi, l 978a ). An ITD maximally activates all neurons encountered at different depths in a vertical penetration, that is, all neurons with different BFs (Wagner et al., 1987) . This ITD is called an "array-specific ITD." The !Cc is thus composed ofiso-ITD columns perpendicular to the isofrequency laminae. By obtaining more than 3 recordings at different depths at least 300 µm apart, we determined the array-specific ITD for each penetration in the ICc. The previously analyzed map of array-specific ITDs in the ICc (Wagner et al., 1987 ) also helped us to determine the array-specific ITD for each penetration. Responses to IIDs were subsequently examined at the array-specific ITD (in the I Cc) or at the most favorable ITD with noise (in the ICx). Combining all the results of frequency tuning, noise-and tone-ITD tuning, and IID tuning allowed us to identify the recording sites quite reliably before histology (see Results). After we identified physiologically the nucleus to which neurons belong, their ITD selectivity was examined during and subsequent to the iontophoretic application of drugs and vehicle. Drug application was started from a low ejecting current of+ 5 or + I 0 nA and was increased by 10-nA steps to + 50 nA until effects were observed. Current of a given intensity was continuously applied for 5 min to more than I hr. We usually tested the drug effects at threshold current intensity. In 10 neurons, the protocol ofSillito (1975) was employed to determine an appropriate amount of BMI ejection current. We first determined the minimal GABA iontophoretic current that suppressed neural responses to favorable ITDs. We then established the minimal BMI ejection current that blocked the inhibition (see Fig. 17 ).
Histology. For histological verification, electrolytic lesions were made by passing current (-2 µA, 10 sec) at 12 recording sites in 8 owls. After a survival period of 3-7 d, birds were given ketamine and an overdose of pentobarbital (32-44 mg/kg, i.m.), transcardially exsanguinated with 0.1 M phosphate-buffered saline, and fixed by perfusion either with I 0% formal saline or a mixture of 4% paraformaldehyde and 0.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH, 7.4). The skull was placed in a stereotaxic device, similar to that used in the recording experiments, and the brain was blocked parallel to the plane of electrode penetrations. The brain was then removed from the skull and infiltrated with 30% sucrose for cryoprotection. Serial frozen sections were cut at 30 µm, collected, and stored in ice-cold 0.1 M phosphate buffer. Every third section was stained with cresyl violet. We processed some sections from a paraformaldehyde-glutaraldehyde-fixed brain for immunocytochemistry for vitamin D-dependent calcium-binding protein (CaBP or "calbindin ")in order to differentiate 2 subdivisions of the ICc, the "core" (CaBP-immunoreactive) and the "shell" (CaBP-immunonegative; Takahashi et al., 1987) .
Results

Neurons analyzed
Most of the neurons were unambiguously identified by the physiological criteria (Knudsen and Konishi, l 978a; Moiseff and Konishi, 1983; Sullivan and Konishi, 1986; Takahashi and Konishi, 1986; Wagner et al., 1987; Fujita and Konishi, l 989b; Takahashi et al., 1989) and the stereotaxic coordinates known in our laboratory. Some neurons could not be classified, however, and were therefore excluded from the present analysis. Physiological criteria included phase locking, frequency tuning, tonotopic organization, ITD selectivity, and IID selectivity. NL neurons are phase locked, narrowly tuned to frequency, tonotopically organized (high frequencies are represented anteromedially, whereas low frequencies are represented posterolaterally), and ITD selective (phase ambiguous with tone or noise stimulus) and show no IID selectivity (Moiself and Konishi, 1983; Sullivan and Konishi, 1986) . VLVa neurons show no phase locking and are narrowly tuned to frequency, tonotopically organized (high-frequency neurons are found posteriorly, and low-frequency neurons are located anteriorly), ITD selective (phase ambiguous with tone or noise), and not IID selective (Moiself and Konishi, 1983; H. Wagner, unpublished observations) . ICc core neurons show no phase locking, are narrowly tuned to frequency, tonotopically organized (low-frequency neurons are found dorsally, whereas the ventral part represents hif,h frequencies), and ITD selective (phase ambiguous with tone or noise; represents mainly ipsilateral space), and show no IID selectivity (Wagner et al., 1987; Takahashi et al., 1989) . ICc lateral-shell neurons are similar to ICc core neurons in their sharp frequency tuning, tonotopic organization, and ITD selectivity (phase ambiguous with tone or noise). However, they represent mostly contralateral space (Wagner et al., J 987; Takahashi et al., 1989) and are IID selective (Fujita and Konishi, l 989b) . ICx neurons are broadly tuned to frequency and are not tonotopically organized (Knudsen and Konishi, l 978a) . They are tuned to a combination ofITD and IID and are exclusively binaural (they do not respond to monaural stimulation; Moiseff and Konishi, 1983) . When stimulated with noise, they do not show phase ambiguity (Takahashi and Konishi, 1986) . The stereotaxic coordinates, especially depth from the brain surface, also helped us to discriminate the inferior colliculus from the VL Va and NL. Previous studies have shown that these criteria are reliable enough to identify the cells, and our own histological examination of the recording sites confirmed that neurons identified by the physiological criteria were located in the appropriate nuclei.
In the present study, we examined the effects of BMI on 61 single units and 27 multiple units. Of these recordings, 20 were also tested with GABA and 27 with vehicle (0.9% NaCl; pH, 3.2-3.5). Table 1 shows the numbers of cells tested with drugs in each nucleus. As stated in the Materials and Methods, ITD curves ofall these units were examined before, during, and after drug application. We also analyzed tonal ITD curves in another sample of 62 single units on which no drug application was made (see Fig. 3 ). Of these 62 units, 9 were from the NL, 4 from the VL Va, 26 from the ICc core, 18 from the !Cc lateral shell, and 5 from the ICx. Eight of the 9 NL neurons are from Carr and Konishi ( 1990) , in which recordings were made intracellularly. All figures and statistical analyses were made on data from single-unit recordings only.
Neuronal selectivity for ITD without drug application
Neurons in the NL, VLVa, ICc (both core and lateral shell), and ICx respond preferentially to discrete ranges of ITDs (Fig. 2) . When these neurons are stimulated with tones, favorable and unfavorable ITDs occur cyclically; in other words, there are multiple peaks of an identical height displaced from each other by a time equal to the period of the stimulus tone. These neurons therefore do not signal a unique ITD but are "phase ambiguous" (see Figs. 4-10, 15; Moiseff and Konishi, 1983; Sullivan and Konishi, 1986; Takahashi and Konishi, 1986; Wagner et al., 1987; Fujita and Konishi, l 989b) . Phase ambiguity occurs because the owl uses the difference in phase angles between the ears to derive ITD (Moiself and Konishi, 1981 ) , and the auditory system cannot discriminate between different ITDs that bring about the same interaural phase difference. Because neurons in the NL, VLVa, and ICc are sharply tuned to sound frequencies (for !Cc neurons, see Knudsen, 1984) , these neurons respond to the phase of the spectral components, and hence, ITD curves Figure 3 . Half-peak width ofITD curves plotted against neuron's BF. Half-peak width (A) and ratio of the width to the period of the stimulus tone (B) were plotted for 109 neurons isolated from 5 successive nuclei in the ITD pathway. Tone bursts of each neuron's BF were used as stimuli. A hyperbola in A is drawn through the half-value of the tonal period. Regression lines in B are for the ICc core (solid), ICc lateral shell (dashed-dotted), and ICx (dashed). Data of8 of9 NL neurons come from Carr and Konishi (1990). obtained with noise stimuli are essentially identical to those obtained with tonal stimuli except for the absolute level of responses (see Figs. 2, 5, 6) . ICx neurons are generally more broadly tuned to frequency, if they respond to tones at all. The BFs of these neurons, however, can be determined and range usually from 5 to 8 kHz (Knudsen and Konishi, 1978a) . The ITO curves obtained with noise bursts consist of a single "primary" peak and smaller "secondary" peaks at ITDs removed from that of the primary peak by integer multiples of the period of the neuron's BF (see Figs. 2, 12; Takahashi and Konishi, 1986) . At unfavorable ITDs adjacent to the primary peak, responses are weakest, often suppressed below the spontaneous firing level or totally silenced (see Figs. 2, l 2A) . Figure 3A shows plots of half-peak widths against BFs. Tonal ITD curves before drug application were obtained in 47 of the 61 single units in Table 1 . These 4 7 and another set of 62 single units tested without any drug application are the data base for Figure 3 (109 single units in total). For all nuclei, there was a clear tendency for lower-frequency neurons to have wider halfpeak widths. Distribution of half-peak widths for all nuclei roughly parallels the hyperbolic curve that results from plotting the half-value of the tonal period against frequency. If ITO curves were sinusoid, data points would lie on this hyperbola; any displacement of points from this hyperbola indicates deviation of ITD curves from sine curves. Most of the NL and VLVa neurons (16 of21 units) lie above the hyperbola, while most of the inferior colliculus neurons (82 of88 units) lie below it. Apparently, the half-peak width of neurons in the 2 lowerorder nuclei is wider than that of the frequency-matched inferior colliculus neurons (see also Fig. 2) .
For statistical comparison, we calculated the ratio of halfpeak width to the period of each neuron's BF(% period; Fig.  3B ). It ranged from 44.7 to 67.1% (S2.9 6.4%, mean SD; n = 9) in the NL, from 4S.2 to 69.1% (S8.0 ± 6.3%; n = 12) in the VLVa, from 23.6 to S6.2% (37.4 8.9%; n 38) in the I Cc core, from 27.6toS1.1 % (39.3 ± 6.8%; n = 30) in the ICc lateral shell, and from 17.3 to SO. l % (31.1 ± 9.1 %; n 20) in the ICx. A I-way ANOV A test performed after arcsine transformation of these percentage data (Sokal and Rohlf, 1987) indicates a significant difference in the ratio of half-peak width to the period of BF among the S nuclei (p < 0.000 I). A comparison between pairs of nuclei indicates no significant difference between the NL and VLVa and between the ICc core and lateral shell, while there is a difference between the ICc core and a combined sample of the NL and VLVa (p < 0.001) and between the ICx and a combined sample of the I Cc core and lateral shell (p < 0.001).
We fit regression lines to data from each subdivision of the inferior colliculus (Fig. 3B ). Because our sample from the NL and VL Va covered only a limited frequency range ( 4.4-6.6 kHz for the NL; 3.1-7.8 kHz for the VLVa), we did not attempt regression analysis for these nuclei. The slopes of the regression curves for ICc lateral shell and ICx neurons were significantly steeper than that of I Cc core neurons (p < 0.002 for I Cc lateral shell; p < 0.00 l for ICx).
There is also a significant difference in the trough : peak ratio among the S nuclei (p < 0.000 l, I-way ANOV A test after arcsine transformation). The trough: peak ratio did not differ between the NL and VLVa (0.46 ± 0.18, mean ± SD, for a combined sample; Fig. 2 ). Troughs became deeper in the ICc core (0.04 ± 0.07) than in the lower 2 nuclei (p < 0.001). The trough: peak ratio in the ICc lateral shell (0.07 ± 0.08) and ICx (0.03 ± 0.04) was similar to that of the ICc core. Most NL and VL Va neurons were spontaneously active, and troughs were above the spontaneous discharge level in most neurons of these nuclei (19 out of 21 neurons in our sample; see Fig. 2 ). By contrast, 14 of 68 neurons (21 %) in the I Cc core and lateral shell did not discharge spontaneously, and the proportion of silent neurons increased up to SO% (10 of20 neurons) in the ICx. Of 64 spontaneously active neurons in the ICc and ICx, S l cells (80%) reduced their responses to unfavorable ITDs below the spontaneous firing level (see Figs. 2, 4, [6] [7] [8] I 0, 11 ) .
In summary, the half-peak width was similar between the NL and VLVa, narrower in the ICc core and lateral shell, and even narrower in the ICx. Troughs were also similar in depth between the NL and VL Va and became deeper in the I Cc core. Neurons in the NL, VL Va, I Cc core, and I Cc lateral shell were phase ambiguous with noise-burst stimulation, while ICx neurons were not. Neurons in all nuclei showed phase ambiguity with tone stimuli.
General aspects of BMI effects
Auditory responses of all units tested (n 88; Table 1 ) were affected by iontophoresis ofBMI with an ejecting current of+ S to +SO nA. No systematic difference in the threshold current was found among different nuclei. In l 0 neurons on which 2 or more intensities of ejecting currents were tested, BMI ejected with higher currents caused greater effects with a shorter delay to reach the maximum effect.
The effects ofBMI became noticeable within several seconds after the start of an ejecting current, but the maximum effect was obtained only after prolonged periods of ejection (usually l 0-30 min). Figure 4 shows an example of the time course of BMI effects on an ICc core neuron. When BMI was applied, responses gradually increased both to favorable and to unfavorable ITDs. The entire ITD curve gradually shifted upward in non-normalized plots (Fig. 4A) . It should be noted, however, that the time course and the degree of change were not identical between peaks and troughs. Peaks and troughs reached their maxima approximately 12 min after the administration of BMI with an ejecting current of+ JO nA (Fig. 4B ). For this cell, the response magnitude recovered to its original level 7 min after the ejecting current was stopped. In all cells tested, complete recovery was usually obtained within 3-20 min after cessation of BMI application (see 11, 17) .
When we used a drug barrel oflow resistance ( l S Mn or lower), neuronal responses sometimes increased after the retaining current was stopped, presumably due to spontaneous leakage of BMI from the pipette. Figure 4B shows such an example where only the peak of the ITD curve was raised (double arrow), but the trough remained unchanged after switching off the retaining current (see Discussion). The maximum level of this effect (double arrow) was smaller than that caused by a + I 0-nA ejecting current (arrow). This suggests that BMI action is dose dependent.
Because our BMI and GABA solutions were adjusted to low pH (pH, 3.2-3.S), we examined the effects of current ejection through the vehicle-containing barrels (0.9% NaCl; pH, 3.2-3.S). In all 27 recordings tested ( 19 single and 8 multiple units; see Table 1 ), neither spontaneous firing nor auditory responses were affected by current ejection through the vehicle-containing barrels, whereas BMI ejection with a current of the same amount and polarity from another barrel changed the auditory responses of these units.
In 4S of the 61 single units tested (74%), BMI affected auditory responses, but had little or no effect on the spontaneous discharge (see I 0, 12, IS, 17) . In the remaining cells, spontaneous firing was elevated by BMI (e.g., Fig. 11 ). The increase in spontaneous discharge, however, cannot account for the effects of BMI on ITD curves.
Effects of BMI on neuronal selectivity for ITD
All statistical tests in this section are paired t tests, and p values will be shown in parentheses when the difference is significant. We present the mean and SD for the ratio of half-peak width to the period of BF, the trough : peak ratio, and trough-peak difference. The former 2 were percentage data and were necessarily subjected to arcsine transformation before the statistical test (Sokal and Rohlf, 1987) .
VL Va neurons
The administration of BMI increased VL Va neuron discharges both for favorable and for unfavorable ITDs (Fig. SA,B) . The effects were similar for the tone- (Fig. SA) and noise-evoked (Fig. SB) responses and were consistently observed in all recordings we examined (n 14; Table I ). The BFs of these neurons ranged from 3.9 to 7.8 kHz. The administration ofBMI did not significantly affect the half-peak width of most VLVa neurons (Fig. SC) . Figure SD shows data from 6 single units on which BMI was applied for at least l 0 min and for which ITD curves were obtained with tone stimuli. Only I showed a clear increase in the half-peak width; the others showed little or no change. On average, the ratio of half-peak width to the stimulus period showed a slight, but not statistically significant, increase during BMI application (56. l ± 7.1 % without BMI, 60.8 ± 11.1 % with BMI; n = 6). Both the trough: peak ratio and troughpeak difference were also unaffected by BMI application. The trough: peak ratio was 0.46 ± 0.28 before and 0.53 ± 0.18 after BMI was applied. The trough-peak difference was I 7. 9 ± I I. I spikes/stimulus without BMI and 25.8 ± 10.5 spikes/stimulus with BMI.
/Cc core neurons
As in the case of YL Va neurons, the administration of BMI increased responses of ICc core neurons both to favorable and to unfavorable ITDs, resulting in an upward shift of the entire ITD curve in non-normalized plots (see Figs. 4A, 6, 7A) . These effects were consistently observed in all unit recordings we tested (n 24; Table I), with BFs ranging from 2.3 to 7 .0 kHz. Effects of BMI on noise-evoked responses were similar to those on tone-evoked responses: both peaks and troughs were elevated (Fig. 6) .
Although the effects of BMI on the firing rate of ICc core neurons were somewhat similar to those on VL Ya neurons (Fig.  7A) , normalized plots show 2 differences: iontophoresis ofBMI broadened the half-peak width and raised the trough : peak ratio in I Cc core neurons (Fig. 7 B) . The ratio of half-peak width to the stimulus period increased in 11 of 12 ICc core neurons we examined and slightly decreased in the remaining l neuron (Fig.  7C) . The ratio was significantly larger during BMI application (S9.S ± 7.4%) than without BMI (43.6 ± 7.3%; p < 0.001).
Spike counts at troughs were nearly 0 in neurons shown in Figures 6 and 7. When spike counts are 0, the actual shape of ITD curves cannot be estimated, but are truncated at 0 in these neurons. One might therefore argue that BMI simply raises the entire ITD curve without changing its actual shape, and that once the trough is raised above 0, the half-peak width appears to become broader. To test this hypothesis, we checked the cases where neurons showed spike responses to unfavorable ITDs. Five of the 12 ICc core neurons showed spike responses to unfavorable ITDs (l.0-9.0 spikes/stimulus), and 4 of these 5 neurons showed broadening of peaks during BMI application. Although the remaining 7 neurons showed no or little spike responses (0.0-0.9 spikes/stimulus) to unfavorable ITDs, application of BMI raised the troughs above 0 in these neurons. We compared the half-peak width at the time when the troughs exceeded 0 with that at the time when the maximum effect of BMI was obtained. Five of the 7 neurons did increase the halfpeak width (e.g., see Fig. 4A ), but the other 2 did not (see Fig.  9 B. unit 7 l 3LG8).
Paired t tests on each of the 12 units show that BMI application increased the trough : peak ratio, from 0.04 ± 0.07 to 0.40 ± 0.13 (n = 12; p < 0.00 l ). In the presence ofBMI, troughpeak difference increased in 6 neurons, decreased in 4 neurons, and remained unchanged in 2 neurons. On average, troughpeak difference was not significantly different before (32.5 ± 12.5 spikes/stimulus) and during BMI application (3S.6 ± 12.6 spikes/stimulus). Thus, the ITD curves of ICc core neurons became similar to those of NL and VL Va neurons in terms of + 10 nA ejecting current; -10, -10 nA retaining current; 0, no current.
Responses at the favorable ITD increased without any current (double arrow), presumably as a result of spontaneous leakage of BMI from the drug barrel. Note that this effect is smaller than that caused by a + 10-nA ejecting current (arrow).
half-peak width and trough : peak ratio (cf. ITD curves in Fig.  7 B with those in Figs. 2, 5) .
!Cc lateral-shell neurons
In ICc lateral-shell neurons, BMI application increased responses to tones at favorable ITDs and, to a lesser extent, at unfavorable ITDs (Fig. 8A) . BMI application broadened the half-peak width in 11 of 13 cells tested (Fig. 8B,C) . The ratio of half-peak width to the stimulus period was 42.6 ± 4.0% before BMI application and increased to 53.2 ± 6.3% when BMI was applied (n 13; p < 0.001 ). Five of the 13 cells had spike responses (l.8-7.8 spikes/stimulus) to unfavorable ITDs, and all 5 units broadened their peaks during BMI application (Fig.  9A , unit 7 l 3EBO in Fig. 9B ). The other 8 neurons had no or little responses (0.0-0.9 spikes/stimulus) to unfavorable ITDs. In 6 of these 8 neurons, the half-peak width was larger at the time when the maximum effect of BMI was obtained than at the time when the trough became above 0 (e.g., Fig. 9B . unit 364CEO). .1 kHz) were used as stimuli. Half-peak width was measured before and during BMI application {B). C, The ratio of half-peak width to the period of the stimulus tone before and during BMI application. Data are collected from 12 isolated neurons to which a + 10-nA ejecting current for BMI was applied for at least I 0 min.
Error bars indicate SD. Spont, spontaneous discharge rate. .. and during BM! application ( + 10 nA, 6 min). This neuron showed a response of7.8 spikes/stimulus to unfavorable ITDs without BMI. BMI application broadened its half-peak width from 56.8 to 71.2 µ.sec. B. Examples of time course of change of half-peak width during BMI application. BM! application started at time 0. Arrows indicate the time when troughs of !TD curves exceeded 0, i.e., when spike responses to the least-favorable ITDs began to appear. Unit 7 I 3EBO from the lateral shell had spike responses even without BMI application. The other 2 units (7 l 3LG8 in the core and 364CEO in the lateral shell) did not respond to unfavorable ITDs before BMI application and began to show spike responses I min after BMI was applied. The majority of ICc neurons (23 of 25) broadened their peaks after troughs exceeded 0 (e.g., units 71 JEBO and 364CEO), while the 2 cells did not broaden its peaks once the troughs were above 0 (e.g., unit 7 l 3LG8).
The trough : peak ratio was raised by BMI: 0.08 ± 0.08 before BMI application compared to 0.30 ± 0.23 during BMI application (p < 0.001). BMI also increased trough-peak difference in all cells but I (20.4 ± 7.4 spikes/stimulus before vs. 34. 7 ± 16.6 spikes/stimulus during; p < 0.0 I).
!Cx neurons
In the ICx, iontophoresis of BMI increased tone-evoked responses to favorable ITDs, whereas responses to unfavorable ITDs remained unchanged or were elevated only slightly (Fig.  1 OA) . On average, the ratio of half-peak width to the period of the stimulus tone was 31.3 ± 9.5% before BMI application and 3 7. 7 ± 7 .6% during BMI application; this difference is statistically significant (n = 14; p < 0.01). Peaks were broadened during BMI iontophoresis in 10 of 14 cells tested, and the other 4 cells did not change or decrease the half-peak width (Fig.  I OB, C) . All of these 4 neurons had BFs above 6.8 kHz. Although the amount of disinhibition of troughs was small, there was an increase in the trough: peak ratio during the application ofBMI (0.03 ± 0.05 before vs. 0.09 ± 0.10 during; p < 0.00 I). The trough-peak difference increased in I I units, decreased in I unit, and remained unchanged in 2 units. The average of trough-peak differences increased from 8.3 (±5.6) spikes/stimulus before BMI application to 23.9 (± 13.6) spikes/stimulus during BMI application (p < 0.001). In summary, BMI application altered ITD curves in all 4 nuclei examined, but the effects of BMI differed from nucleus to nucleus. Peaks and troughs were elevated in the VL Va and the ICc core. The half-peak width and trough : peak ratio, however, were affected only in the ICc core. The ICc lateral shell also showed disinhibition of both peaks and troughs in the presence of BMI, but peaks were disinhibited to a greater extent than troughs. This tendency is enhanced in the ICx, where only peaks were elevated, and troughs remained almost unchanged. Lower-frequency ICx neurons consistently broadened their halfpeak width, whereas some high-frequency neurons did not.
Relationship between monaural and binaural responses
Monaural responses were compared with binaural responses before and during iontophoresis ofBMI in 2 VLVa, I ICc core, and 2 ICc lateral-shell neurons that had monaural responses. ICx neurons and some ICc lateral-shell neurons did not respond monaurally and were not examined for this analysis. Figure 11 shows an example of an I Cc lateral-shell neuron. A larger spike number resulted from contralateral stimulation than from ipsilateral stimulation. Binaural responses to the most favorable ITD were greater than the sum of the responses to separate stimulation of the ipsilateral and contralateral ears (Fig. I IA) . As a measure of binaural interaction, calculated the summation ratio (SR):
where R 1 , is the spike number of the binaural response to the most favorable ITD, R, and R, are responses evoked by separate stimulation of ipsilateral and contralateral ear, respectively, and R, is the spontaneous firing rate. An SR value equal to l would mean summation between the inputs from the 2 ears; an SR value greater than l, facilitation; and an SR value smaller than 1, occlusion (Goldberg and Brown, 1969) . All cells except I VLVa neuron had an SR value greater than l (range, 0.9-2.45; mean ± SD, L58 ± 0.56; n = 5). The SR value of the unit shown in Figure I IA is 1.36. In the 5 cells quantitatively examined, responses to unfavorable ITDs were smaller than both monaural response levels ( Fig. l lA) ; this result was qualitatively confirmed in 8 additional cells (5 VLVa, 2 ICc core, and 1 ICc lateral-shell neurons). BMI application increased both binaural and monaural responses (Fig. 11 B) , with recovery observed after cessation of the ejecting current (Fig. 11 C) . The SR of the unit shown in Figure 11 decreased to 1.25 during BMI application. The SR value became smaller in all cells during BMI application (range, 0.65-1.25; mean± SD, 0.89 ± 0.22; n = 5). The bottom of the trough remained below the spontaneous firing level in the presence of BMI (Fig. 11 B) . All neurons we tested from the VL Va, I Cc core, and I Cc lateral shell showed the same monaural and binaural relationship and showed similar responses to BMI application.
Effects of BMI on phase ambiguity
In the ICx, ITD curves obtained with noise stimuli were strikingly altered by BMI. BMI application elevated both the primary and the secondary peaks, as well as most troughs. The troughs adjacent to the primary peak often remained relatively low (Fig. The Journal of Neuroscience, March 1991, 11 (3) 12A,B). In the ICx neuron shown in Figure 12A -C, the height of the secondary peaks was about 20% of that of the primary peak before BMI application. All 4 secondary peaks gradually increased over 20 min of BMI application (Fig. l 2C) . One of the secondary peaks (at+ 120 µsec ofITD) reached 80% of the primary peak. Figure l2D shows data from 56 secondary peaks in 17 ICx neurons. Before BMI application, 32 of 56 secondary peaks were smaller than 50% of the primary peaks, while only 4 peaks remained smaller than 50% during BMI application.
The ratio of heights of secondary peaks to the primary peak was increased from 50.3 ± 19.9% without BMI to 73.2 ± 13.1% with BMI (n = 56; p < 0.001, paired t test after arcsine transformation).
Effects of BMI on the temporal discharge pattern
The temporal discharge pattern of auditory responses to tone bursts at the most favorable ITDs was categorized as phasic (on-transient response only), phasic-tonic (on response followed by sustained response or sustained response with adaptation), or tonic (sustained response without prior phasic component; Table 2 ). As long as neurons were stimulated with BF and the most favorable ITD, we never observed other types of responses, such as tonic inhibition. The response characteristic was determined by visual inspection from a peristimulus time histogram, displayed in a 3-D manner (Figs. 13, 14) . Before the administration ofBMI, the majority (83%) ofVLVa and ICc core neurons showed tonic responses (see Figs. 13A, 16 ), while the remaining cells were of the phasic-tonic type. In the !Cc lateral shell, phasic-tonic-type responses predominated (77%; Fig. 13B ).
No cells in the VLVa, !Cc core, or ICc lateral shell showed phasic responses. In the ICx, however, more than half(57%) of the neurons showed phasic responses (Fig. 14, top) , and 29% of the neurons showed phasic-tonic response. Thus, the majority ofICx neurons (86%) had phasic components in their responses, and only 14% showed tonic responses. The administration of BMI changed this response pattern ( Table 2) . Many of the phasic-tonic-type neurons became tonic x-axis, ITO (µsec); y-axis, the number of spike in 4-msec bins; z-axis, time (msec after the onset of auditory stimuli). Solid bars on the right side indicate the period of auditory stimuli (0-100 msec). Before BMI application, temporal discharge patterns at the most favorable ITDs (arrowheads) were tonic (A) and phasic-tonic (B) . Both neurons showed tonic responses in the presence of BMI (8.5 min for cell A, 12 min for cell B). ITO curves for the cell A are shown in Figure 4A .
( Fig. I 3B) , and all phasic units in the ICx became either phasictonic (Fig. 13) or tonic.
Effects of GABA
In all recordings from the VL Va and the inferior colliculus ( 15 single and 5 multiple units; Table 1 ), iontophoretic application of GABA with a + 5 to +40-nA ejecting current suppressed spontaneous discharges and auditory responses (Figs. 15-17) .
In the cells shown in Figures 15-17 , spontaneous discharge rates were very low, but not 0, before GABA application, and the administration of GABA totally silenced these cells. In the VL Va neuron shown in Figure 15 , + 20-nA GABA suppressed responses only at unfavorable ITOs, and +40-nA GABA suppressed responses to both unfavorable and favorable ITOs (Fig.  l 5B) . In some cases, both spontaneous activity and auditory responses were inhibited simply by switching off the retaining current. As in the case ofBMI, this effect was likely to be caused by leakage of the drug from the pipette. The effects of GABA were fully reversible (Figs. 15-17) . The latency to maximum effect of GABA and its recovery were faster than those of BMI. This is presumably because BMI must compete with naturally released GABA, and because BMI has a larger molecular weight than GABA and hence a slower diffusion rate. In VL Va neurons, suppression of auditory responses (Fig. l 5A) narrowed the halfpeak width (Fig. l 5C) . The resulting ITO curve is very similar to that ofICc neurons. When we applied GABA to neurons with a tonic discharge pattern, responses in the first 10-20 msec tended to be more resistant to GABA than the later responses. The temporal discharge pattern thus became phasic or phasic-tonic. An example of an ICc core neuron is shown in Figure 16 .
In all neurons tested (n 10), the effects of GABA and those ofBMI antagonized each other. Figure 17 shows an example of an I Cc core neuron. Without any drugs applied ("before" in A, arrow 1 in B), this cell showed a response of27.4 spikes/stimulus (mean, 5 stimulus repetitions) to a favorable ITO of -60 µsec.
Iontophoresis of GABA with a +I 0-nA current strongly suppressed this response within 8 min to 2.6 spikes/stimulus ("with GABA" in A, arrow 2 in B). By contrast, BMI at + 10 nA increased the response by 220% to 61.0 spikes/stimulus ("with BMI" in A, arrow 3 in B). When BMI and GABA were applied simultaneously, auditory responses remained constant even 12 min after the currents started ("with BMI + GABA" in A, arrow 4 in B). The effect of BMI on the suppression of auditory responses by GABA was also reversible; when we stopped current for BMI, the suppressive effects of GABA reappeared (arrow 5 in B). 
Discussion
Technical consideration
One of the pitfalls of microiontophoresis is the occurrence of artifacts of various origins such as current and pH (Bloom, 197 4; Stone, 1985) . In our preliminary experiments, we sometimes observed obvious current effects when we used higher current intensities ( + 7 5 to + 100 nA). These effects appeared or disappeared upon start or cessation of an ejecting current, and the direction of the effects (suppression or activation) often reversed when the polarity of the current was reversed. The effects reported in this paper, however, were not produced by current itself, because (1) the effects grew gradually, and it took up to 30 min to reach the maximum or to recover the original level (Figs. 4, 12, 15, 17) ; (2) the threshold current was raised, and the time to reach the maximum effect became longer when we used higher retaining currents prior to BMI application (data not shown); (3) effects similar to iontophoresis were occasionally produced by switching off retaining currents, presumably as a result of spontaneous leakage of drugs (Fig. 4B); and (4) observed effects were caused by low pH (H+) or other ions in the solvent (e.g., Na+).
Bicuculline is now widely accepted as a selective antagonist of GABA. It competes with GABA for the GABAA receptor site of the GABA receptor/benzodiazepine receptor/chloride channel complex and reduces GABA-mediated inhibition in postsynaptic cells (Andrews and Johnston, 1979; Bormann, 1988) . A quaternary derivative, BMI, is more potent, more water soluble (Johnston et al., 1972; Pong and Graham, 1972) , and more stable (Olsen et al., 1975 ) than bicuculline. The following 2 observations indicate that the effects reported in this paper were caused by reduction of GABA-mediated inhibition rather than direct excitatory effects, if any, of BMI or its degradation products on the neurons. First, iontophoretically applied BMI increased auditory responses 2-10 times, with no or little effect on spontaneous firing. Even in cells whose spontaneous discharge was elevated, the increase could not account for the degree and nature of changes in auditory responses (e.g., separate effects on peaks and troughs in ICx neurons). Second, BMI blocked the depressant effect ofiontophoretically applied GABA (Fig. 17 ).
All neurons tested were affected by BMI and GABA. It is possible that our electrodes may have selected only particular populations ofneurons. It is unlikely, however, that we recorded only from non-GABAergic cells and not from GABAergic inhibitory neurons, because the range of cell sizes of these 2 groups of neurons completely overlaps in the inferior co Iii cul us and the VLVa of the ham owl (Carr et al., 1989) . It is not surprising that all neurons are affected by BMI and GABA, because both GABAergic and non-GABAergic neurons in the inferior colliculus and the VLVa appear to be innervated by GABAergic terminals (Carr et al., 1989) .
Source of inhibitory inputs
BMI disinhibits auditory responses without changing spontaneous firing in most neurons. This indicates that most, if not all, GABAergic neurons receive auditory inputs, and that GABA is not released tonically, but rather only when these neurons are activated by auditory stimuli. Although the VLVa and all subnuclei of the inferior colliculus contain GABAergic neurons (Carr et al., 1989) , it remains to be determined whether the inhibition that we blocked with BMI is mediated by these local neurons in each nucleus or by projection neurons from lower or higher nuelei. Inhibition by descending projections, however, does not appear to occur in the ITD pathway. Despite recent extensive hodological analyses (Takahashi and Konishi, 1988a,b; Takahashi et al., 1989) , no convincing indication of descending pro-jections has been obtained in the auditory brainstem of the barn owl, except projections from the superior olive to the nucleus magnocellularis (NM; Carr et al., l 989) and from the nucleus lemnisci Iateralis, pars ventralis (LLv) to the superior olive (T. Takahashi, personal communication) . Although the possibility of a fore brain projection to the inferior colliculus has not been examined in the barn owl, it has been reported that, in the canary, the primary forebrain auditory area field L does not project to the inferior colliculus (Kelly and Nottebohm, 1979) .
Contributions of GABA-mediated inhibition to /TD selectivity
The quasi-sinusoidal shape ofITD curves derives initially from the timing of phase-locked spikes in the NM and from the responses of NL neurons as coincidence detectors (Konishi, 1986; Sullivan and Konishi, 1986; Carr and Konishi, 1988) . These mechanisms alone can produce the cyclic form of ITD curves. Colburn et al. ( 1990) have recently proposed a model to explain the ITD curves of the dog medial superior olivary neurons that were obtained by Goldberg and Brown ( 1969) . This model simulates the responses of the neurons to ITDs without any inhibitory component. In contrast, Gri.in et al. ( 1990) incorporate inhibition to simulate the binaural interaction in the owl's NL Their model predicts that blockade of inhibition reduces ITD selectivity in the NL The techniques used in the present study, however, cannot easily be applied to the NL in order to test this prediction, because extracellular recording from NL cells is extremely difficult. In our preliminary experiments, we instead injected BMI (0.4-0. 7 µI) by pressure into the NL, while recording from neurons in the I Cc core contralateral to the injected NL. Injection of BMI, but not saline, into the NL led to a flattening of ITO curves in many I Cc core cells. This effect was frequency specific: only ICc core neurons tuned to a frequency similar to that at the NL injection site were affected (I. Fujita and M. Konishi, unpublished observations) . This result, together with immunocytochemical demonstration ofGABAergic terminals around NL cell bodies (Carr et al., 1989) , suggests that GABAergic inhibition affects ITD selectivity of NL cells.
It is yet to be determined how GABAergic inhibition actually contributes to the generation of ITD selectivity in the NL (see also below).
A comparison of half-peak width in different nuclei indicates that neurons are more sharply tuned to ITD in higher-order nuclei, though an improvement of ITD tuning does not occur in every transition from lower to higher stations. Sharpening occurs only in the ICc core and the ICx and appears to involve GABAergic inhibition because BMI broadened the peak width. BMI application also broadened the half-peak width in the ICc lateral shell (Fig. 8) . Because no additional sharpening of ITD tuning occurs between the core and the shell, this finding suggests that the ICc core may not be the sole source of inputs to the lateral shell.
The ratio of half-peak width to the period of the stimulus tone does not change with frequency in the ICc core, but for ICx neurons, this ratio is smaller in the lower-frequency range than in the high-frequency range (Fig. 3B) . Together with the observation that some ICx neurons with higher BFs did not increase their half-peak width in the presence ofBMI (Fig. l OC) , these results suggest that the ITD tuning of lower-frequency neurons is sharpened by inhibition within the ICx, while the ITD selectivity of neurons with higher BFs is not sharpened or is at least less improved by inhibition beyond the ICc.
The trough : peak ratio and trough-peak difference are the other aspects of ITD curves we measured. The trough-peak difference is larger and the trough: peak ratio smaller in the ICc core than in the VL Va. As we ascend from the I Cc core to the ICc lateral shell to the ICx, the difference decreases. BMI application raises both peaks and troughs in the VL Va, the ICc core, and the I Cc lateral shell. In the ICx, only peaks are elevated with BMI, but this is presumably because the troughs are already inhibited in the ICc and cannot be disinhibited (see discussion in the next section). Thus, within the ITD pathway, GABAergic inhibition appears to operate both at favorable and at unfavorable ITDs. We suggest that this global inhibition could be important for the encoding ofITDs in the following manner: Neurons tuned to different ITDs are arranged systematically so as to form a map ofITDs in the I Cc and the ICx. A sound stimulus of a given ITD activates a population of neurons whose distribution in the map presumably signals ITDs to the next station. If inhibition reduces the discharge of suboptimally activated neurons to insignificant levels, the locus of optimally stimulated neurons would stand out in the map. In other words, inhibition reduces "noise" in the distribution of excitation.
Inhibition operating simultaneously with excitation under optimal stimulus conditions is found in many aspects of central sensory processing, for example, spatial receptive field ofretinal ganglion cells (Rodieck, 1965) , orientation selectivity of visual cortex neurons (Ferster, 1986) , somatosensory cortical receptive field (Gardner and Constanzos, 1980) , and IID selectivity of the barn owl auditory brainstem and the inferior colliculus (L Fujita and M. Konishi, unpublished observations) . This type of inhibition can enhance spatial contrast (see above; Rodieck, 1965) and improve temporal resolution (see below). It could also make other contributions that may differ from case to case; for example, in the ICx, it contributes to the elimination of phase ambiguity, as discussed below.
Within-ITD and cross-ITD inhibition
In this section, we shall focus our discussions on the results obtained with tone stimuli. As pointed out previously, auditory stimuli drive inhibitory neurons. These inhibitory neurons may not be tuned to ITD and act independently of ITD. Here, we call this type of inhibition "general" or "ITO-nonspecific" inhibition. Alternatively, they might also be ITD selective, and inhibition would operate either between neurons tuned to the same frequency and ITDs ("within-ITD inhibition") or act laterally on neurons tuned to the same frequency but to different ITDs ("cross-ITD inhibition").
VLVa and ICc neurons increased their responses both to favorable and to unfavorable ITDs during BMI application. This result can be explained by assuming general (ITD-nonspecific) inhibition mediated by GABA; some observations, however, do not support this. First, the time course and the degree of BMI effects differ between the peak and trough (Fig. 4A) , and at least in some !Cc core neurons, low doses of BMI or GABA can affect either trough or peak alone, leaving the other unaffected (Figs. 4B, 15B) . These results suggest that inhibitory synapses responsible for peaks and troughs are not identical and are differently distributed on the soma and dendrites. Second, no ITD-insensitive neurons were found in the VL Va, I Cc core, ICc lateral shell, and ICx, yet such neurons would be required if there were general inhibition. Another possible, more likely mechanism is a combination of cross-ITD inhibition and within-ITD inhibition. This mechanism requires !TD-selective inhibitory neurons and different inhibitory synapses for peak and trough.
The failure of BMI to disinhibit the troughs in ICx neurons is most likely due to the lack of excitatory inputs from ICc neurons at unfavorable ITOs, though within-ITO inhibition could also explain the results. In the within-ITO inhibition scheme, principal and inhibitory neurons are maximally activated by the same ITD. Therefore, principal neurons receive both strong excitatory and inhibitory inputs at favorable ITDs. At unfavorable ITDs when excitatory inputs are small, the neurons receive only minimal inhibition. If we remove inhibition by the application ofBMI, responses would be greatly enhanced at favorable ITDs but not at unfavorable ITDs. A cross-correlation analysis of 2 simultaneously recorded units would help to answer the question of cross-versus within-ITO inhibition. Intracellular staining of neurons combined with immunocytochemistry would also shed light on this issue by revealing how far the axons of the GABAergic interneurons extend and whether this projection remains within an iso-ITD column or spans several iso-ITO columns.
Suppression of response to unfavorable ITDs
Troughs ofITD curves were below the monaural response level in the VL Va and I Cc. BMI elevated both the monaural responses and the troughs, but the latter never exceeded the former (Fig.  11) . These results suggest that the reduction in firing is caused by a mechanism other than GABAA receptor-mediated inhibition in these nuclei, or that it occurs downstream in the pathway (i.e., in the NL). A similar relationship between monaural and binaural responses to unfavorable ITOs has also been described at several stages of the mammalian auditory system, including the medial superior olive (Goldberg and Brown, 1969) , the dorsal nucleus of the lateral lemniscus (Brugge et al., 1970) , and the inferior colliculus (Rose et al., 1966; Kuwada et al., 1979) . Although these authors suggest that "inhibitory processes" operate to produce this phenomenon, the reduction of firing rate below the monaural response level can be achieved by noninhibitory processes. It is an open question whether inhibition is involved in this suppression of discharges below the monaural response level.
Elimination of phase ambiguity
When stimulated with broad-band noise or 2-tone stimuli, ICx neurons resolve phase ambiguity by suppressing the peaks at phase-equivalent ITDs and/or facilitating the peak at the true ITD (Takahashi and Konishi, 1986) . Disinhibition of the secondary peaks by the administration of BMI (Fig. 12) clearly demonstrates that this phenomenon has a central origin and is not due to 2-tone suppression at the periphery. A mechanism for the elimination of phase ambiguity has been proposed as follows by Takahashi and Konishi (1986) : An ICx neuron receives converging inputs from an array of ICc neurons with different BFs (Wagner et al., 1987) . These !Cc neurons have 1 common, array-specific ITD, but the periodicity of cyclic change differs among them. Therefore, the postsynaptic ICx neurons sum excitatory inputs at the array-specific ITO. At other ITDs, excitatory inputs from a frequency channel may be canceled out by inhibitory inputs from other frequency channels. These authors assume that ITO curves are composed of "excitatory" peaks flanked by "inhibitory" troughs.
The lack of spontaneous activity of many ICx neurons suggests that ICx neurons may have high thresholds for firing. The
The Journal of Neuroscience, March 1991, 11 (3) 737 high threshold can also lend a mechanism to the elimination of phase ambiguity. At the array-specific ITD, all ICc neurons in an array are activated and may supply adequate excitatory inputs to the postsynaptic ICx neuron to reach the threshold for firing. At other ITDs, not all I Cc neurons in the array are excited, and inputs may not be sufficient to activate the postsynaptic ICx neurons. Even if this is the case, the present results show that GABAergic inhibitory interactions across frequency channels are required to eliminate phase ambiguity, as Takahashi and Konishi ( 1986) hypothesized. One point that turned out to be different from the hypothesis is that inhibition operates at favorable ITDs, and troughs are not locally inhibited when ICx neurons are stimulated with tone.
BMI increased responses to noise at most troughs, whereas troughs adjacent to the primary peak often remained low even after a long period (more than I hr) ofBMI administration (Fig.  I 2A,B) . This observation agrees well with the hypothesis that !Cc neurons with a common favorable ITD converge upon the same ICx neurons. Ifwe superimpose ITD curves of these !Cc neurons to make a composite ITD curve, the troughs adjacent to the common peak would overlap among these ICc neurons, while other troughs would overlap with peaks of other !Cc neurons (Takahashi and Konishi, 1986; Yin et al., 1986) . The postsynaptic ICx neurons would therefore receive only small excitatory inputs at the troughs next to the primary peak, and BMI could disinhibit these troughs only by a small amount. This inhibition, however, raised these troughs above the spontaneous level. Because the unfavorable ITDs where these troughs occur may correspond to the horizontal dimension of the inhibitory surround of the receptive field observed in free-field experiments (Knudsen and Konishi, l 978b), we would predict that the application of BMI would eliminate the inhibitory surround.
Temporal discharge patterns of auditory responses
Neurons in higher nuclei of the time pathway tend to show more phasic responses. The change in temporal pattern occurs progressively along the pathway (Table 2) . Although rapid adaptation of the responses may well be caused by intrinsic biophysical membrane properties, the present study shows that reduction of GABAergic inhibition changes the discharge patterns from phasic to tonic, suggesting that GABAergic inhibition controls the temporal properties of the auditory responses. One of the advantages of phasic responses over tonic ones may be an increase in the temporal resolution of neuronal computation. It is known that responses ofneurons in the magnocellular stream of the primate visual system tend to be more phasic than in the parvocellular streams (Schiller and Malpeli, 1978; Petersen et al., 1988) . The magnocellular stream is involved in motion analysis and may require better time resolution than the parvocellular streams (Livingston and Hubel, 1987; DeYoe and Van Essen, 1988) .
GABAergic inhibition in other systems
Effects of BMI or GABA on maintained discharge rate, rateintensity function, or temporal response characteristics have been examined in the mammalian auditory brainstem (Caspary et al., 1985) and avian auditory forebrain (Millier and Scheich, 1988) . These studies, however, have not examined neuronal coding features that are directly related to receptive field properties. Results relevant to the present study are available in other sensory systems.
In the visual cortex, the iontophoretic application of bicu-culline to simple cells abolishes the "on" and "off" subdivisions of the receptive field and reduces orientation selectivity (Sillito, 1975 (Sillito, , 1984 . More complete removal ofGABAergic inhibition by a combined use ofbicuculline and an inhibitor ofGABAergic biosynthesis (Tsumoto et al., 1979) or by BMI (Sillito et al., 1980) completely eliminates orientation selectivity in some simple cells. Generation of orientation selectivity therefore involves intracortical GABAergic inhibition and cannot be explained solely by the convergence of excitatory inputs from afferent neurons as originally proposed (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962) . The mechanism for generation of orientation selectivity is, however, still controversial (Ferster and Koch, 1987) . In the somatosensory cortex (Dykes et al., 1984) and thalamus (Hicks et al., 1986) and in the electrosensory lateral-line lobe of weakly electric fish (Shumway and Maler, 1989) , BMI altered the spatial and/or temporal properties of the receptive field. These and our present results indicate that inhibitory synaptic interactions operate at some stages for establishment of receptive fields in many sensory modalities, and that some of this inhibition is mediated by GABA.
In conclusion, iontophoretic administration of BMI altered several auditory response properties in 4 successive nuclei of the owl's auditory pathway. BMI decreased the ITD selectivity of I Cc core, ICc lateral-shell, and ICx neurons, led to a loss of ICx neurons' ability to signal unique ITDs, and increased response magnitude and altered temporal discharge patterns in all nuclei. GABA, on the other hand, suppressed discharges of these neurons, giving results opposite to those of BMI. The results suggest that GABAergic inhibition plays major and specific roles in the processing of ITD in each nucleus of the time pathway and contributes to delineation of the horizontal dimension of auditory receptive fields.
